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2018 Nia Clark  5’8 CG All-Ohio (EYBL)  Ben Davis 
Nia has been a highly skilled elite level player for some time but has taken her game to a new level over the last year. 
She is able to lock down on defense both on and off the ball with her athleticism and effort. Scores at all 3 levels 
with ability to find or create space. Shot selection has improved and is read/reacting to what D is giving her at a 
higher level. Multiple D1 offers. 

2018 Blake Smith  6’2 F Kentucky Premier (EYBL)  Carmel 
Her length and athleticism allows her to defend on the perimeter and in the post. Added consistency from three 
allows her to attack closeouts and get to the basket where she is comfortable finishing with either hand. Always 
active defensively but on occasion can hit another gear and really cause issues for opposing offenses. Needs more 
aggressive mindset for consistent production on offensive end. Multiple D1 offers. 

2019 Shaila Beeler  5’7 PG Gym Rats (EYBL)   Warren Central 
Quick on quick with the ability to create space, process and facilitate at an elite point guard level. Breaks down 
defenders off the dribble and gets to next level with ability to make good interior reads. Has the athleticism to finish 
at the rim but is more often a draw and dish guard. Will need to add consistency from the lefty jump shot to keep 
defenders from going deep under screens. Multiple D1 offers. 

2019 Cyndi Dodd  6’5 C Gym Rats (EYBL)   Warren Central 
Big post frame with ability to take over the low block from size alone. Cyndi has soft hands and adequate touch 
around the basket. Conditioning and foot speed has improved this club season allowing her more minutes and a 
bigger impact outside her area. High level rebounder and rim protector. Energy and consistency from possession 
to possession improving as well.  Multiple D1 offers.



2019 Mackenzie Wood  6’1 F Gym Rats (EYBL 15U)  Carmel 
Hard hat front liner that will bring consistent physical effort to the floor. Mackenzie can do a little everything. 
Productive in the paint both rebounding and finishing her opportunities. Has the frame, athleticism and physical 
mindset to defend 3 thru 5. Shows the ability to stretch it out on offense but most productive in mid post. Runs the 
floor well and plays physical with strong frame. 

2020 Sydney Jacobsen  5’9 G Lafayette BC   Harrison 
Sydney has a diverse offensive skill set that lets her effectively play the 1 thru 3. Can handle and facilitate at high 
enough level to run the point if necessary, has the frame and strength to play as a SF but most productive at the 2. 
Known for her three point shooting ability (hitting 60 as a frosh), she also has a bulldog mentality to put it on the floor 
and get to the basket and get herself to the line as well. Could use a little quicker north/south speed to take her 
overall game to next level. 

2020 Madison Layden  6’1 F Flight    Northwestern 
Madison has really elevated her game and stock this club season. Playing with and against high level D1 prospects 
has sharpened her overall skill set and processing. She shoots the ball well from the perimeter, makes good decisions 
in both the half court and transition games and is able to handle pressure while creating space. Length and active 
hands are assets on D. Multiple D1 offers. 

2020 Amber Wolf   5’10 W NWI Thunder   South Central 
Combination of her high motor, length, and athleticism makes her a tough matchup on both ends of the floor. Gets to 
the basket off the dribble with consistency and finishes in traffic. Really nice form on her shot but still lacking some 
consistency from deep. Really pushes the ball in transition setting up teammates for easy looks.  


